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Only in the world of the theater can Nat Field find an escape from the tragedies that have

shadowed his young life. So he is thrilled when he is chosen to join an American drama troupe

traveling to London to perform A Midsummer Night's Dream in a new replica of the famous

Globe theater.Shortly after arriving in England, Nat goes to bed ill and awakens transported

back in time four hundred years -- to another London, and another production of A Midsummer

Night's Dream. Amid the bustle and excitement of an Elizabethan theatrical production, Nat

finds the warm, nurturing father figure missing from his life -- in none other than William

Shakespeare himself. Does Nat have to remain trapped in the past forever, or give up the

friendship he's so longed for in his own time?

Unknown*"Readers will be swept up in Nat's detailed, sensory-filled observations of life in

Shakespeare's time...[The] overall shape of the novel, with its finely drawn connections

between Nat's story and A Midsummer Night's Dream, is superb." (The Horn Book, starred

review)*"[A] masterful novel." (Publishers Weekly, starred review)*"Part historical fiction, part

fantasy, wholly entertaining." (Booklist, starred review)*"Readers...will revel in the hurly-burly of

rehearsals and the performance before the queen, the near discoveries, the company rivalries,

and some neatly drawn parallels." (School Library Journal, starred review)"A dramatic and

sensory feast." (Kirkus Reviews )“In her portrayal of Shakespeare Cooper has created a

superhero…[she] entertains her contemporary readers while giving them a first-rate theatrical

education.” (The New York Times Book Review)About the AuthorSusan Cooper is one of our

foremost children’s authors; her classic five-book fantasy sequence The Dark Is Rising has

sold millions of copies worldwide. Her many books have won the Newbery Medal, a Newbery

Honor, and the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, and been shortlisted five times for the

Carnegie Medal. She combines fantasy with history in Victory (a Washington Post Top Ten for

Children novel), King of Shadows and Ghost Hawk, and her magical The Boggart and the

Monster, second in a trilogy, won the Scottish Arts Council’s Children’s Book Award. Susan

Cooper lives on a saltmarsh island in Massachusetts, and you can visit her online at

TheLostLand.com.Book DescriptionShortlisted for the Carnegie Medal! --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"When most people hear 'large-print book,' they

immediately think senior citizen. But large-print editions of popular children's books -- from the

powerhouse Harry Potter series to timeless classics like The Adventures of Tom Sawyer -- are

now making their way onto the shelves of the Children's Department at the Canton Library. . . .

Although large-print editions are targeted to the visually-impaired or dyslexic child, they can

also be used by standard-vision readers. So Kershner [Children's librarian at the Canton Public

Library] has decided against creating a special section in the Children's Department (as exists

in the Adult Department) opting instead to intersperse large-print books on the shelves with the

regular print versions of the same titles."-- The Observer and Eccentric (October 2000) (The

Observer and Eccentric 20001001)"Thorndike Press has helped me not only find books I want

to read, but they also look like regular books. That's important when you're a kid and you can

only read Large Print, you want your book to look like all the other books. I'm reading a lot

more now that we have found Thorndike Press."-- Jim Bernardin, Islamorada, FL"Everyone

loves to read, there's nothing like curling up with a good book. We're a reading family, so when

our son was diagnosed with Stargardt's Disease and only able to read Large Print, it was



particularly difficult. Books on tape are wonderful but they don't fill the void of actually reading a

good story. Large Print books have been around a long time for older people, but to find a good

novel for a young person in Large Print began to feel nearly impossible. The books that

Thorndike Press publishes have truly made a difference in my son's reading life. He can enjoy

current novels as well as some of the classics that he missed reading when it became too

difficult with regular print."-- Sara Bernardin, Islamorada, FL --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsWhen Nat Field, an orphan living with his aunt, is

chosen for an all-boy acting troupe traveling to London to perform Shakespeare in the

reconstructed Globe Theatre, he hopes it will help him escape from his family's tragedy.

Instead he finds himself switched in time with another Nat Field, who carries the Plague. In the

past he performs with the Bard himself, who becomes a surrogate father and helps him deal

with his sorrow, while preparing to play Oberon to Nat's Puck in a performance before the

Queen. Cooper is in top form here; her confident prose, at once muscular and lyrical, vividly

conveys the sights, sounds, and smells of Elizabethan London. Most powerful are her

descriptions of the story and imaginative staging of A Midsummer Night's Dream, which should

have readers scurrying for the original. Her poignant characterization of Nat, whose grief is

released by Shakespeare and healed by his words, captures perfectly an adolescent in thrall of

the theater, in all its grittiness and grandeur. A dramatic and sensory feast. (Fiction. 10-14) --

Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileThe heady thrill of acting at Shakespeare's original Globe

Theater. The ripe smell of the groundlings crowded in a mob below the stage. The exhilaration

of meeting the devoted Queen Elizabeth behind the scenes. Nat Field can barely imagine how

that all might feel as he prepares to accompany his director to London to perform A

Midsummer Night's Dream at London's modern Globe reproduction theater. Jim Dale, himself a

Shakespearean actor, and now familiar to many as the versatile reader of the Harry Potter

titles, reads King of Shadows forcefully, with the intensity demanded by a story that employs

bubonic plague as a time-travel device to transport a contemporary boy to 1599. Dale's accent,

which leans slightly toward a drawl when Nat is speaking, is, nevertheless, predominantly

British, and works less effectively for American secondary characters, though superbly for

Londoners. T.B. © AudioFile 2000, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalGrade 5-8-Orphan

Nat Field is chosen as part of an American theater group to perform at the new Globe Theatre

in London. Nat's big role will be Puck in A Midsummer Night's Dream. However, his debut is

pushed 400 years into the past when he is put to bed with a high fever and wakes up in

Elizabethan England. Forced to adapt or be discovered, Nat figures out his situation quickly

with judicious questions that result in naturally occurring explanations of the times, the plays,

and the theater. The time-travel element is well constructed. Through occasional flashes to the

present, readers learn that a boy presumed to be Nat is being treated for bubonic plague. Nat

Field has switched places with the infected Nathan Field, who is just about to arrive at the old

Globe on loan from another company-thus, thanks to modern medicine, Shakespeare and his

plays are saved for the ages. Something in the boy attracts the attention of Will himself and Nat

soon becomes his prot?g?. The father/son relationship between the two fills a need for Nat,

whose suppressed sorrow at his father's suicide after his mother's death is finally expressed.

The circumstances of his father's death and Nat's reluctance to deal with it are hinted at rather

clumsily in the beginning of the book and dispatched succinctly when finally addressed, and

come off as clearly secondary to the involving theater experiences. Still, Cooper's readers and

fans of Gary Blackwood's Shakespeare Stealer (Dutton, 1998) will revel in the hurly-burly of



rehearsals and the performance before the queen, the near discoveries, the company rivalries,

and some neatly drawn parallels.Sally Margolis, Barton Public Library, VT Copyright 1999

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt.

© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.King of ShadowsBy Susan CooperAladdin

PaperbacksCopyright © 2001Susan CooperAll right reserved.Chapter 4"Nat?" said the voice. It

was a young voice, sort of husky, and it had an accent I didn't recognize: halfway English,

halfway American. "Nat?""Unh." I woke up with my face in the pillow, and even before I opened

my eyes I knew something was wrong. My face and my body told me that I was lying on a

different pillow, and a different bed; hard, both of them, and crackly. The bed was really

uncomfortable. I moved my hip; surely it wasn't even a bed, but a mattress on the floor.Maybe I

was dreaming. Blurry with sleep, I turned my head, blinking in the daylight, and saw looking

down at me the face of a boy I'd never seen before. He had long curly dark hair down to his

shoulders, and black eyes, and he looked worried."How do you?" he said. "Is your fever less?"

He reached out a cautious hand and felt my forehead.I stared at him. "Who are you?" I

said."Harry, of course. Harry, your new fellow. Have your wits gone, Nat?" He peered at me.

"You look -- strange, a little. Thin in the face. But better. Dear Lord, I was afraid you had the

plague."I lay very still, with all my senses telling me that I had gone mad. The plague?

Nobody's had the plague for centuries. Everything was different. This was a straw mattress I

was lying on; I could feel bits of stalk prickling through the cover now. My pajamas had gone; I

seemed to be wearing a long shirt instead. The room around me was smaller, with one window,

divided into small panes. Sunlight slanted in through it to show rough plaster walls, a

threadbare carpet on the floor, and a smaller one draped over a sort of bureau. I grew aware

gradually of a rattle and hum of voices and creaking wheels and the chirp of birds from outside

the window, and a stale smell in the room like...like something I had smelled before, but I

couldn't think what, or when.I was baffled, and frightened, though at least I didn't feel ill

anymore.I pushed back the rough blanket over me and scrambled to my feet. The shirt reached

to my knees. My head reeled, and the boy Harry saw that I was shaky and reached for my arm.

I realized that I needed to go to the bathroom. I said: "I have to -- "He smiled, understanding,

looking relieved. "Tha must be better if tha needs a piss," he said, and he drew me to a corner

of the room and took a flat wooden cover off a wooden bucket, whose smell made it instantly

clear what it was for. I stared at it blankly, but Harry had turned away to fold up my blanket, and

since there was no time to argue, I went ahead and used the bucket. It had been pretty well

used already, for assorted purposes. When I'd finished, Harry came over, glanced outdoors,

picked up the bucket, and in one shatteringly casual movement, emptied it out of the

window.Such a small thing, such a huge meaning. I guess that was the moment when I first

began to think, with a hollow fear in my chest, that I might have gone back in time. It was like

being in a bad dream, but the dream was real. The night into which I had fallen asleep had

sucked me down into the past, and brought me waking into another London, a London

hundreds of years ago.I leaned weakly against the wall. "Where am I?" I said.Harry put down

his reeking bucket and grabbed my shoulders, hard. He stared nervously into my face. "Art

thou he they call Robin Goodfellow?" he said.I said automatically, "I am that merry wanderer of

the night.""Thank the good Lord," Harry said, looking relieved. "At least thou hast thy lines." He

moved me sideways and then downward, to make me sit. So there I was, sitting on a little stool

topped with a hard cushion, sitting in a century long, long before I was born."Th'art Nathan

Field," he said, looking me deliberately in the eye, speaking slowly as if to someone deaf or

half-witted. "Come to our new Globe Theatre for a week from St. Paul's Boys, since we lost our

Puck for Master Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream. Th'art a wonderful actor, they do



say, though it seems to me too much learning at that school has addled thy wits. Unless the

fever has done it. Tha joined us yesterday, remember? We rehearsed lines, just thou and I

together."How could I say: Yes, I remember? That wasn't what I remembered at all."Aah," I

said. Our new Globe Theatre, he had said. In 1999, where I lived, it was the Globe's four

hundredth anniversary. So, if the Globe was new, this was 1599.I sat there gaping at him, trying

to cope with the unbelievable, with being bang in the middle of something that was totally

impossible. All I could think was: Why is this happening to me?"Come," Harry said. "It's past

five. Master Burbage will be up and ready -- dress, quickly -- " And he began thrusting clothes

at me from a heap at the bottom of the mattress; it was lucky he was there, to show me the

right order. There was a kind of padded jockstrap of thick rough cotton; then long dark tights,

like those I'd worn onstage sometimes but much worse fitting; then a bulgy padded pair of

shorts, a thin floppy undershirt, and a fitted jacket to match the shorts. A doublet, he called it.

Around my waist went a leather belt, with a knife like a dagger in a leather sheath attached to

it."And I cleaned thy shoes," Harry said, and held them out; they were leather, rather like

loafers, with a buckle on top. "Tha couldst never have done it, the way tha wast last

night.""Thank you," I said.I have to write down the way he spoke, the way they all spoke, not as

they really sounded but as I understood them. I'll use things like "thou" and "tha" for "you,"

sometimes, just to remind you that they didn't sound like us, but I can't make you hear the real

speech. It was like a thick, thick dialect, with strange vowels, strange words, strange elaborate

phrases. But it was more like the speech of my home than the English of today's London or

New York, so perhaps that's how I understood them and they understood me.Or then again it

could just be part of the whole impossible change that took me there. I was living, but not in

real life at all.A round-faced woman came in, kind looking, with a long dress, a white pleated

ruff around her neck and a sort of floppy cap on her head. Harry said at once, happily, "See,

Mistress Burbage -- he's well again."She took my chin in one hand and felt my forehead with

the other. I had the best-felt forehead in London by now, it seemed to me. "The Lord be

praised," she said, and then she looked at me critically, reached to the bureau, and took a

damp cloth and scrubbed my face with it. I laughed, feebly, and she gave me an amiable pat.

She reminded me of my Aunt Jen, a little; she was a link with the real world, in this mad dream

that I was living.Down a wooden staircase we went, clattering, Harry leading; it wasn't much

more than a slanted ladder, with a rail to hold on to. In the room below, a man was sitting at a

heavy wooden table with plates and mugs in front of him, and a sheaf of papers; he was

chewing, and muttering to himself through the mouthfuls."Good day, Master Burbage," Harry

said, so I said it too, and Burbage blinked at me. He was a chunky, goodlooking man, younger

than Arby, older than Gil. He had a neat beard, and a rather big nose. His doublet was a

wonderful glowing blue, with a broad collar."Better, art t'a? Good!" he said, and went back to

his munching and muttering.Mistress Burbage filled two mugs for us, from a jug with a curly

handle; all these were made from a grey metal that I found out later was pewter. There was a

big round loaf on the table, and a hunk of white cheese, both on square wooden plates. Harry

cut us slabs from both of them, with his knife. Suddenly hungry, I took a big bite, chewed, and

washed it down with a swig from my mug. The drink was cool, sour tasting but not unpleasant; I

realized, with a shock, that it was a kind of beer. Ale, they called it, and it was the main thing I

drank in all my time there; a weak homemade ale was the main thing everybody drank, from

morning till night. You could say the whole population of Elizabethan England was slightly

buzzed all day long.Burbage said to himself, through his bread and cheese, "If I were fair,

Thisbe, I were only thine....So he was learning Bottom's part. I knew that bit. Bottom the

Weaver comes back onstage saying his lines for the little play they're rehearsing, and his



buddies rush away screaming because Puck has given him an ass's head.I said, very fast and

agitated, "O monstrous! O strange! We are haunted! Pray masters, fly masters! Help!"Burbage

chewed more slowly, looking at me. I could see a muscle twitching in his cheek, under his left

eye. It looked sinister, though later I realized that it was just a sign of mild stress. "Hast played

Quince too?" he said."Puck is onstage for those lines," I said."Thy memory is good. Will Kempe

says thy tumbling is even better, is that true?""I do well enough," I said modestly, thinking: Wait

till I show you. I knew that Arby had put me in the company partly because of my cartwheels

and somersaults, back flips and handstands. For the way he wanted to do the play, they were

as important as my acting or singing.But I wasn't working for Arby now.I had no time to worry

about that; Burbage rushed us through our breakfast, eager to get to the theater. "Across the

bridge today," he said. "No boat. We need to use our legs. "He swung a wonderful short cloak

about his shoulders, the same blue as his doublet, and Harry jammed a flat floppy hat on my

head and the same on his own. Master Burbage had a hat with a brim, and a curling, slightly

battered feather. He wore it at a jaunty angle. Out we went, raising the wooden latch of the

heavy front door.And their London swept over me, caught me up, in a nightmare mix of sight

and sound and smell. Even before six in the morning, the street was filled with people bustling

about, carrying huge bundles, selling fruit or pastries or pamphlets from trays slung from their

necks, dodging to avoid men or horses. Carts clattered over the cobbles, creaking, rocking,

splashing up muck sometimes from the stinking ditches into which Harry and everyone else

had emptied their waste. Water ran through those ditches, but slowly. There were flies buzzing

everywhere. The whole street smelled bad; so did the people sometimes, if a particularly

unwashed one jostled you too close. Where there were gaps in the crowd, squawking crows

and ravens hopped and pecked and fought over garbage in the ditches.We passed shop fronts

where bloody meat hung on enormous hooks, or vegetables and fruit were set out in gleaming

rows, or a wonderful smell of fresh bread wafted out from hidden ovens. We passed a door with

a bush tied over it, and the stale smell of ale strong from inside, and raucous shouting. We

stayed close to Master Burbage, Harry and I, as he strode lordly down the street with his hand

on the hilt of his short sword. People greeted him, here and there; sometimes he lifted his

plumed hat, but he never paused. I scurried along in a blur of amazement, wonder and the

beginnings of fear, past delights and horrors. A dog with no ears or tail snapped at me beside a

bank of glorious roses set out for sale, and a beggar clutched at me, screaming, a filthy child

with no legs, propped on a little wheeled trolley.Then we were around another corner into an

even more crowded street, narrow, lined with tall wooden buildings; between them I caught

glimpses of the flat brown River Thames. We were crossing the river; the street was the bridge.

It was London Bridge, I found out later; the only way of crossing the river except by taking a

boat. There were houses built all along it, a row on either side, their roofs touching over the

road running between. It didn't take us long to cross over; the Thames was not wide here.And

above the roofs where the bridge ended was the worst horror of all: a series of tall poles, with a

strange round lump stuck on the top of each, lumps that gleamed white here and there, lumps

attracting flurries of crows and other black birds that shrieked and tore at them, pecking and

ripping and gobbling. It was only when I saw the farthest pole topped by a grinning white skull

that I realized all the round lumps were human heads, the heads of men and women chopped

off by an axe, and I stopped abruptly and heaved up my breakfast into the reeking ditch.It

occurred to me later that I'd now thrown up in two different centuries in the space of twenty-four

hours.Harry patted my back, consoling me over this last sign of my departed fever. Master

Burbage was only concerned in case I'd splashed my tights.Text copyright © 1999 by Susan

CooperContinues...Excerpted from King of Shadowsby Susan Cooper Copyright © 2001 by



Susan Cooper. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be

reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided

by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Cooper brilliantly weaves past and

present together, using London's Globe Theatre as backdrop, to demonstrate the timelessness

of Shakespeare's works and the theater at large." -Publishers Weekly, starred review --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyCooper (The Dark Is

Rising) brilliantly weaves past and present together, using London's Globe Theatre as

backdrop, to demonstrate the timelessness of Shakespeare's works and the theater at large.

The first segment of the novel, set in the present, details Nathan Field's rehearsals for the part

of Puck in an upcoming production of A Midsummer Night's Dream, to be mounted in the newly

renovated Globe. He has been chosen, along with a group of other boys from America, to

travel to England for the performance. When Nat is suddenly stricken with a serious illness, he

awakens to find himself once again cast as Puck at the Globe Theatre, but the year is 1599.

Cooper meticulously conveys Nat's impressions of the sights, sounds, smells and textures of

Elizabethan England. She is equally adept at evoking the boy's respect and awe for his "new"

director, the bard himself. Shakespeare, cast as a wise, intuitive father figure, takes orphaned

Nat under his wing. In return, Nat saves the playwright's life by unknowingly changing the

natural course of history. Through the boy's relationship with "Will," as Nat calls him, Cooper

deftly reveals Nat's unresolved feelings about his own deceased father. The judicious use of

quotes from Shakespeare's plays and sonnets will awaken in novices an interest in his works

and command respect from seasoned fans. Fascinating details of 16th-century troupe life as

well as how costumes, make-up and stage effects were carried out add depth and layers to the

depiction of life 400 years ago. An unexpected, appropriately enigmatic ending brings this

masterful novel to a closeAand brings home the resounding message that the show must go

on. Ages 10-14. (Oct.)Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapRead by Jim Dale4 hours 49 minutes, 3

cassettesAn ABA Pick of the ListsA Publishers Weekly Best Book of 1999Nat Field has been

picked by a dazzling international director to perform at Shakespeare's Globe, London's

amazing new copy of the theater for which William Shakespeare wrote his plays four hundred

years ago. As the boys begin to rehearse strange, eerie echoes of the past begin creeping in.

Nat goes to bed mysteriously sick and wakes up healthy. ?But he's no longer in the present,

he's in 1599, acting at the original Globe. And his costar is Shakespeare himself; no longer a

vague historical figure, but a quirky, warm-hearted writeractor whose friendship changes Nat

forever. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Praise for King of Shadows* “Readers will be swept up in Nat’s detailed,sensory-filled

observations of life.”—Horn Book, starred review* “Few writers have used historical

charactersin fiction with such conviction and grace.”—Booklist, starred review“This fine

historical novel celebrates the magic oftheater while telling a compelling story.”—Book

Summit“A wonderful supplemental text for literature,drama, European history, and related

courses.”—VOYA“Recreates the sights, sounds, and smellsof Elizabethan England in a way

that brings itto vivid life.”—Arizona Republic“Forgive me while I gush. I couldn’t put down

thisenthralling book by Newbery Medalist Susan Cooper.”—Philadelphia Inquirer“’Tis the stuff

that dreams are made of.”—Orlando SentinelFor my actorCONTENTSChapter OneChapter

TwoChapter ThreeChapter FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter

NineChapter TenChapter ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter

FifteenChapter SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenONETag. The

little kids’ game, plain ordinary old tag, that’s what he had us playing. Even though none of us

was younger than eleven, and the older ones were big as men. Gil Warmun even had a triangle

of beard on his chin. Warmun was “it” for now, the tagger, chasing us; suddenly he swung

around at me before I could dodge, and hit me on the shoulder.“Nat!”“Nat’s it!”“Go, go, go!”Run

around the big echoing space, sneakers squealing on the shiny floor; try to catch someone,

anyone, any of the bodies twisting and diving out of my way. I paused in the middle, all of them

dancing around me ready to dodge, breathless, laughing.“Go, Nat! Keep it moving, don’t let it

drop! Tag, tag!”That huge voice was ringing out from the end of the room, Arby’s voice, deep as

the sound of a big gong. You did whatever that voice said, now; you moved quick as lightning.

For the Company of Boys, Arby was director, actor, teacher, boss man. I dashed across the

room toward a swirling group of them, saw the carroty red head of little Eric Sawyer from

Maine, chased him in and out and finally tagged him when he cannoned into a slower boy.“Go,

Eric, go—keep the energy up—”The voice again, as Eric’s scrawny legs scurried desperately

through the noisy crowd; then suddenly a change, abrupt, commanding.“O-kay! Stop! That’s it!

Now we’re going to turn that energy inside, inside us—get in groups of five, all of you,

anywhere in the room. I want small boys with small, bigger guys together, each group

matching.”We milled about uncertainly. Small to medium, that was me. I linked up with two

other boys from someplace in the South, a cheerful, wiry New York kid named Ferdie, and

redheaded Eric, sticking to me as usual like a little shadow. Arby’s big hand came down and

removed Eric straightaway.“Pick guys your own size, Sawyer.” He replaced him with a bigger

boy in unlaced high-tops and baggy jeans, with an odd face like a squishy pudding. I’d seen

him around, but I didn’t know him. Now there were four groups of five, and Eric left over. Arby

put a consoling hand on his shoulder, and faced us all.“Now cool it!” The voice boomed out,

deep and hypnotic. He was holding Eric like a walking stick, like a prop; Arby was so

completely an actor that sometimes you couldn’t tell where the division was between

performance and real life.“This company is a family, a big family,” he said. “Always remember

that. We shall be performing in a foreign country, we shall be absolutely dependent on one

another, we must each be totally trustworthy.” He patted Eric absently on the shoulder, and Eric

looked at his feet, embarrassed. But we were all listening, waiting.Arby said, “The game you’re

going to play now is an exercise in trust. Trust. In each group I want one boy in the middle, the

other four close round him.”The squishy-faced boy nudged me into the center of our group. I

looked at him in surprise and he gave me an amiable, toothy grin.“Each of you in the middle,”

Arby said, “shut your eyes, straighten your spine, turn yourself into a broomstick. Then fall, stiff,



like a stick. Those of you round him, save him when he falls toward you, catch him gently, and

gently push him toward someone else. Fall . . . and catch . . . fall . . . and catch . . . This is all

about trust. The one falling must trust the catcher, the catcher must be trusted to catch. Go!”I

wasn’t too sure I liked this game, but I shut my eyes and leaned to one side, falling stiff as a

rail. I found myself against someone’s chest, his hands touching my shoulders. For an instant

my cheek was against his face, and then he was pushing me—I thought: Stiff, stay stiff, Nat—

and like a pendulum I slanted toward the other side. And again hands stopped me, and gently

shoved me back again.So it went, like music in its rhythm, and it was fun. The feeling of giving

yourself to other people, people you couldn’t even see, flicked me back to being a very little kid,

when my mother was still alive. I couldn’t remember much about her, but I did remember how

safe she made me feel.The room was quiet; there was only the soft sound of hands brushing

clothes, and feet shuffling a little, and a murmur of pleased surprise sometimes that must have

come from the boys in the middle. Maybe from me. Arby’s deep voice was a soothing

background: “Fall . . . and catch . . . fall . . . and catch . . . Good, that’s the way. Feel the

trust . . .”Then, falling, waiting for the reassuring hands to save me, I found myself not saved but

still falling, and I shouted in alarm and stumbled, clutching for support, opening my eyes. I

caught a look of mischievous glee on the face of the pudgy boy, as he grabbed me up just

before I could hit the floor.“Wow, sorry!” he said, grinning, mocking—and then his face

crumpled into shock as a thunderbolt hit him.“Out!” Arby was shouting. “You—out of this

company! Go home!”“It was just a joke,” said Pudding-face, appalled. “I didn’t mean—”“You

meant exactly what you did—playing your own little trick. We don’t play tricks here, feller.

Nothing is more important than the company, nothing is more important than the play. You

betrayed a trust and I don’t want you here. Out! Go pack your things!”Pudding-face shambled

out of the room, without a word. Someone told me afterwards that he was a wonderful actor;

Arby had recruited him from a school in Cleveland, specially to play Bottom in A Midsummer

Night’s Dream. But back to Cleveland he went, the very next day. We never saw him

again.“Trust,” Arby said softly, into the startled silence of the room. “Remember it. Someone

else in the center, now. Keep going.”He pushed small Eric gently into the center of our group, in

spite of his size, and Eric gulped, closed his eyes and stiffened his back. The game went

on.There were twenty-four of us in the company altogether, if you counted Arby, his partner

Julia, Maisie the stage manager, and Rachel the voice coach. The rest were all boys. The

Company of Boys, chosen by Arby and his committee from schools and youth theaters all over

the United States. We were all shapes and sizes and ages, up to eighteen. The only thing we

had in common was that by accident or experience or both, we all knew how to act.

Supposedly we were the best young stage actors in the country.We had one other thing in

common, too. Most of us were pretty weird. When you think about it, a normal kid wants to

watch TV or movies, videos or computer games: there’s something odd about him if instead

he’s more interested in the stage. And we were all crazy about it; crazy, and confident that we

had talent. Arby had made sure of that when he first interviewed each of us, last winter.Now it

was summer. By bus or train or airplane, we’d all been brought to this school in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, to rehearse two plays by Shakespeare together. Some rich theater nut had left

money in his will to have Shakespeare’s plays performed the way they were four hundred years

ago, when he first wrote them. There were no actresses in the theater in those days; the

women’s parts were all played by boys whose voices hadn’t broken yet. Some of the theater

companies were made up of men and boys, some just of boys. Like ours.And when we’d

rehearsed for three weeks, the rich man’s money was going to fly us across the Atlantic to

London, to perform at the new Globe, a theater that was an exact copy of the one the plays



were first acted in, four centuries ago. We were going into a kind of time warp. My dad would

have thought that was really cool: he was a big Star Trek fan. But I try not to think about my

dad.Arby called a break for lunch. That meant going down to the cafeteria of the school where

we were working. Ferdie walked with me—not that he ever really walked, off-stage; it was more

a sort of spastic bouncing jive. He draped one arm briefly over my shoulders.“That was severe,

man. If he chops guys for little things like that, he’s gonna have my ass in a week.”“I feel bad

about it.” I was remembering the horror on the pudgy boy’s face, as Arby banished him.“He

could’ve hurt you,” said little Eric self-righteously, shadowing me. “Could’ve broken your back, if

you’d hit the ground.”“But he didn’t let me hit the ground, he caught me. Just a bit late.”“Late is

too late,” said Gil Warmun, behind us. He towered over our heads as we all went down the

stairs. “The old man was right—nobody can mess with trusting. You kids remember that.”“Okay,

Dad,” said Ferdie cheerfully.“I mean it. You feel bad about that guy, Nat? That’s dumb. He’s

history and he deserved it. Grow up.”“Grow up yourself,” I said, stung.Arby’s big voice rang

down the stairwell from above. The man was everywhere, like God.“Read-through of the

Dream in forty-five minutes, gentlemen,” the voice said. “And just bear in mind—this is going to

be the most sublime six weeks of your lives, and the shittiest. In the theater, they go together.”*

* *The first weeks were certainly that kind of mixture. Even that first day. It wasn’t literally the

first day, because we’d had a rather muddled week of “orientation,” but it was the beginning of

serious rehearsal.For the reading, Arby went on with his game pattern. He had us all sit cross-

legged on the floor in a big circle, with our scripts, and he sat in the middle with a soccer ball in

his hands. He threw his ball at each of us in turn, and when you caught it you had to say in a

loud clear voice the name of the characters you were playing, then your own name and where

you came from. Then everyone said hi to you. Then you threw the ball back. We’d been through

this whole exercise once already, on the day we arrived, but I have to admit it was helpful to do

it again.The ball came at me, stinging my hand as I caught it.“I’m Puck in A Midsummer Night’s

Dream, Pindarus in Julius Caesar. Nat Field, from Greenville, South Carolina.”It was Eric’s

turn.“Eric Sawyer. From Camden, Maine. I’m Mustardseed in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and

Cinna the Poet in Julius Caesar.”We chorused, “Hi, Eric!”“Character names first,” Arby said.

“They’re more important than you are.” Little Eric flushed. Arby threw the ball at the next boy, a

tall, brawny character in a black tank top and black jeans.“Duke Theseus in A Midsummer

Night’s Dream, Brutus in Julius Caesar.” He had a voice as strong as Arby’s. “I’m Ray Danza

from Chicago.”“Hi, Ray!”The boy next to him was tall too, but chubbier, with a mop of curly

black hair like a floppy Afro.“Starveling in the Dream, Caesar in Julius Caesar. Hy Schwartz

from Los Angeles.”“Hi, Hy—” and we all broke up, it sounded so silly. Everyone laughed except

Arby.“Get a haircut, Hy,” he said, and he went on throwing the ball.I was having a good time all

afternoon until the middle of the read-through, when Arby lit into me for going too fast. He’d

already told me twice to slow down, and I’d tried, but I guess I was nervous. We all were, of

course. Everyone had a crystal-clear memory of the sudden end of Pudding-face’s career.It

was in Act Three, when Puck has a long speech telling Oberon how his queen, Titania, has

fallen in love with a donkey. Oberon is pissed at Titania because she’s refused to let him have

one of her servants, so while she’s sleeping in a wood, he squeezes the juice of a magic plant

on her eyes that’ll make her totally obsessed with whatever person or creature she sees when

she wakes up. (Oberon and Titania aren’t human, they’re the king and queen of the fairies—

and if that makes you go “Haw-haw-haw,” you might as well stop reading my story right now.)I

started out:“My mistress with a monster is in love!Near to her close and consecrated

bower,While she was in her dull and sleeping hour,A crew of patches, rude mechanicals

—”“Puck!” Arby boomed from across the circle. “I keep telling you, will you slow down! We’re



acting this play in England! It’s their language, it’s called English—you can’t help sounding like

an American, but at least you can be in-tel-li-gi-ble!“Sorry,” I said.“A southern drawl has a

certain charm,” Arby said. Everyone was looking at him now. He smiled his famous warm smile

at me, crinkling his eyes—and then suddenly the smile dropped away and his face was sour. It

was as if a light had gone out. “But a southern gabble is hideous. Vile. You sound like a cross

between a monkey and a duck.”There were some muffled sniggers around the circle. I wanted

to disappear through the floor. From behind me a girl’s calm voice said, “It’s okay, Arby—we’ll

work on it, Nat and I. Hey—you chose these guys for their talent, not their accents.”It was

Rachel Levin, and I could have hugged her. She was a student at the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts, and she was attached to the company as Arby’s assistant and our voice coach; I

guess they felt we’d be able to relate to her because she was so young. They were right. I

glanced around at her and she shook her long hair back over her shoulders and winked at me.

The light glinted on the tiny diamond stud in the side of her nose.Arby looked at her

expressionlessly for a moment; I was waiting for him to yell at her. Rachel looked calmly back.

Suddenly he grabbed up his soccer ball, which was still beside him on the floor, and threw it

violently right at her.Rachel caught it, smooth as silk, though it rocked her backward. She

smiled. “Voice coach and dragon’s assistant,” she said. “Rachel Levin, from Cambridge, Mass.”

She tossed the ball back to Arby, gently, and the rehearsal went on.* * *“He’s so mean,” Eric

said. “He’s mean to everyone. Is he always like that?”Rachel was rummaging in her backpack.

She laughed. “I don’t think so. He lives with Julia, and she’s quite the liberated lady.” She

produced a glossy green apple from the backpack, took a big noisy bite, and passed it on to Gil

Warmun.“Don’t take it personally, Eric,” Gil said. “Or you, Nat. He just wants everyone to know

who’s the boss.” He bit into Rachel’s apple and held it out to Eric. We were all sitting on the

tired grass of the riverbank, beside the Charles River that flows slow and brown through

Cambridge and Boston to the sea. Rachel had been hearing Gil and me do one of our Puck-

Oberon scenes, and Eric was there because, well, because he was always there. It was a hot

day, with only a whisper of breeze, and the air felt thick as a blanket. Joggers pounded by on

the path a few yards away, glistening with sweat, and sometimes bicyclists whirred past them,

perilously close. On the river, long slender boats zipped up and down, rowed by one oarsman

or two, four or even eight; they were amazingly quiet, and you heard only the small smack of

oars against water as the boats rushed by. Cambridge seemed to be a very competitive place.I

said, pointing, “Arby is like that!” A single oarsman was sculling furiously upriver, very close to

our bank. As he came by you could see the intensity tight on his face, and hear the rhythmic

gasps for breath.“Obsessed,” Gil said.“Yeah.”“Nothing wrong with that, though. If he hadn’t

been obsessed with getting a boys’ company to London, he wouldn’t have got the money from

that millionaire, and we wouldn’t be going.”“It’s not obsession,” Rachel said. She reached out

and took the apple back from Eric, who was already into his second bite. “Not like crew. I know

people who row—if you want to be really good at that, it has to be like a religion. But theater?

It’s not a sport, it’s not about winning, it’s about people.”“And applause,” Gil said, needling. “All

those lovely hands clapping. That’s what we all like most.”“Not true,” Rachel said.He grinned at

her. “An actor’s not much use without an audience.”“There you go then,” said Rachel. “It’s about

people.”This wasn’t a real argument though, it was cheerful bickering. We all knew Gil was as

obsessed as anyone could be—in his case, with Shakespeare. He’d read every single one of

the plays, and knew huge chunks of them by heart.“What I like best is the smell, backstage,” I

said. I was thinking of the little theater back at home, where I’d played an evil little boy in a

grown-up play last summer. It had been our space, my space, a kind of home. “Theater smell.

Dusty. Safe.”“Good word,” Gil said, sounding surprised. He reached out and gave me a quick



pat on the shoulder.“Safe,” Rachel said thoughtfully. On the brown water, a pair of mallard

ducks paddled slowly past us, and she threw one of them a piece of apple. The duck looked at

her scornfully, and paddled on.Eric said, “My mom thinks theater’s dangerous. My dad had to

talk her into letting me come.”Gil fingered his beard, looking at him deadpan. “She thought her

beautiful little boy’d get attacked by nasty molesters? Not with that hair, kid.”Eric looked

uncomfortable. “She’s . . . religious.”“Arby had to do some convincing, with the younger boys’

parents,” Rachel said. “They couldn’t understand why they couldn’t go to London too.”“Why

couldn’t they?”“This company is a family!” said Gil, in a perfect imitation of Arby’s booming

voice. “Families only have one set of parents!”Eric looked at me. “Did yours care?”“My

what?”“Your parents, did they get on your case?”Oh please. I came here to get away from this.

I thought I could get away from this.I said, “I don’t have any parents.”They all stared at me.

Those faces stunned out of movement for an instant, they always look the same. An eight slid

past us on the river; I could hear the rhythmic creaking of the oarlocks, and the small splash of

the oars.“Oh, Nat, I’m sorry,” Rachel said.“I live with my aunt. She didn’t mind me coming, she

thought it was a great idea.”Don’t ask me, please don’t ask me.Eric asked, direct, young, a

hundred years younger than me: “Are they dead?”“Yeah.” I got to my feet, quicker than any of

them could say anything else. “I gotta go pee—I’ll see you back at the school.”And I was off,

escaping, the way you always have to escape sooner or later if you don’t want to be clucked

over and sympathized with and have to listen to all that mush, or, worse, have to answer the

next question and the next and the next. If you have to answer questions every time, how are

you ever going to learn to forget?It would be better in London, it would be better in the

company; I wouldn’t be Nat there, I would be Puck.TWOI loved London. It wasn’t like any of the

American cities I’d seen: Atlanta, New York, Boston, Cambridge. Looking down from the

airplane, you saw a sprawling city of red roofs and grey stone, scattered with green trees, with

the River Thames winding through the middle crisscrossed by bridge after bridge. When the

bus first drove us in from the airport, everything seemed smaller than in the United States: the

houses, so many of them joined together in long rows; the cars; the highways. There were tall

office buildings, but not gigantic; there were supermarkets, but not the same greedy sprawl. An

English taxi-cab wasn’t a regular yellow cab with a light glowing on the roof; it was a boxy black

car whose shape dated back, Arby told us, to the days when it had to have enough room for a

sitting-down passenger wearing a top hat.Arby was full of stuff like that. He mellowed, the

moment he looked down from the plane and saw all those lines and curves of little red-tiled

roofs. He’d lived in England once, though nobody knew when or why he’d come to the United

States, and somehow nobody had ever asked. Once he started talking to English people again,

he began to sound a lot more English than he ever had at home.Some of the Company of Boys

stayed in a London University hostel north of the River Thames; some of us stayed in regular

houses, each with a family. Most of these people were Friends of the Globe, members of a

group who’d spent years helping to raise money to build the new Globe Theatre, the copy of

the one where Shakespeare worked. My foster family was called Fisher. Aunt Jen had been

nervous about letting me go stay with strange foreigners, until she had a long transatlantic

telephone conversation with Mrs. Fisher and they both ended up swapping recipes for baking

bread, which seemed to make her feel much better.The Fishers lived in an apartment in a big

ugly concrete block with a great view of the River Thames. There was a daughter, older than

me, called Claire, and a son who was spending the summer doing a course at the Sorbonne, in

Paris. I used his room. It had black wallpaper and several paintings of very strange, squashed-

looking people, so I didn’t ask too much about him. Claire was a serious girl whose favorite

subject was politics, and she was always asking questions about the U.S. that I couldn’t



answer. She was very nice to me though; they all were. When I talked about living with my

aunt, it didn’t make them inquisitive, it made them keep their distance; like, oh, there’s

something private here, something we mustn’t be nosy about. Maybe the Brits are all like

that.Instead of asking questions, the Fishers made sure they were even nicer to me. They had

a flyer for our plays stuck up on their refrigerator door, and a poster out in the hallway to

advertise us to the rest of the people in the apartment building, THE AMERICAN COMPANY

OF BOYS, it said, with weird bright pictures of Bottom in his ass’s head and Caesar with blood

all over his toga. “We have tickets for both your opening nights!” said cozy Mrs. Fisher happily.

“We’re looking forward to it all so much!”Mr. Fisher was a tall, bald man with a voice that rang

out like Arby’s, though he wasn’t an actor; he worked in a bank. “But I’ve done a lot of amateur

stuff, y’know,” he said to me. “Trod the boards, after a fashion.” There was a faintly apologetic

note in his voice. Because we were to play at the Globe, and perhaps because we were

foreign, he seemed to think of us as professionals even though we were only boys.Gil Warmun

was going to be a professional someday, that was for sure. The more I rehearsed, with him

playing Oberon, the more I learned about Puck. I was a mischievous spirit but I was also a

king’s servant, and Gil never let me forget it. I ran lines with him every day before rehearsal,

and had acrobatics lessons—they called it “tumbling”—with the other youngest boys, from an

English friend of Arby’s called Paddy, who had first been an Olympic gymnast and then worked

in a circus. I was really happy. We all were. We thought about nothing but the two plays, and

the day when we’d be up there performing them. Though we had classes every day, they were

no more like school than chocolate cake is like rice pudding.I had speech lessons often too,

from Rachel, early in the morning at the house Arby and Julia had rented in Southwark, not far

from the theater. It was a tall, narrow house made of brick, with a tiny front garden full of roses.

I was amazed how many London houses had flowers on and around them, even if only in

window boxes. Rachel lived in this house too, sharing a room with our stage manager Maisie, a

quiet, chunky girl who knew how to yell like a drill sergeant.Gil was there as well, in a tiny attic

room at the top of the house. He and Rachel were a sort of couple, though they kidded around

all the time. They’d each in turn been Arby’s star pupil at the school where he taught drama,

though Rachel must have been two years ahead of Gil. Next September he’d be joining her at

drama school in New York. Someday I’m going to go there too.I knew all my lines by now, and

Gil’s too.“I am that merry wanderer of the night.I jest to Oberon, and make him smile—”Rachel

said, “‘Jest—to.’ Two words, Nat.” We were having an early rehearsal in the kitchen, while Julia

answered phone calls in the living room. I guess you have a lot of phone calls to answer when

you take twenty kids across the Atlantic for a month.“Okay. I jest to Oberon, and make him

smileWhen I a fat and bean-fed horse beguile,Neighing in likeness of a filly foal—”She turned

her back to listen as I went to the end of the speech, and then held up a hand and turned

around again. “It’s good—the speed’s just right now.”“And not too southern?”“Nat—Arby knows

as well as I do that you probably sound more the way they did in Shakespeare’s time than

anyone in this company. Or even any English actor.”I looked at her skeptically.“It’s true,” she

said. “The English and the Scots who settled those Carolina and Georgia mountains of yours,

they took their accents with them. And because they didn’t hear too much else up there, they

didn’t change, the way everyone else did.” She turned to the sink and started rinsing the

breakfast dishes.“My gentle Puck,” said Gil, “you’re a fossil.”“Thanks a lot,” I said.“Maybe I

should try to match him,” he said to Rachel. He jumped up, spread his arms out to me and put

on a heavy fake southern accent. “Ma jennel Perk, cerm hithah!”
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audrey frances, “time travel and Shakespeare too!. Nat is a talented orphan who is chosen to

be part of an international Shakespeare festival. The first part of the book is about the people

he's working with and the plays he's in. But when Nat gets sick and slips into a coma, he's

really traveled back in time to Elizabethan England, where he is performing in the same plays

with Will Shakespeare, who befriends him and gives him a very special gift. The rest of the

book is about Nat's relationship with Shakespeare and the other actors, as well as the differing

interpretations of the plays that he's in.I liked that we're told right away that Nat's in a coma

rather than having it revealed at the end of the book that it's a dream or hallucination. Also, the

discussions of how different time periods and directors see the plays in various ways was a

sophisticated concept for a kid's book; it's nice when the author assumes some intelligence on

the part of the reader! The story is interesting on many levels -- we learn a lot about England of

the time, but within the context of interesting events and happenings -- drama without

violence.Highly recommended.”

MMH, “History and Literature combo. Loved reading this book, and it is a great book to teach. I

paired it with Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream in 8th-grade lit class, and it was

entertaining and informative. The descriptions of Elizabethan England are accurate and give a

picture of life during that time.  Young adult historical fiction--great book.”

Sheila L. Beaumont, “Outstanding Shakesperean time-travel fantasy. Nat Field, an actor in the

American Company of Boys, goes to London with the troupe to play the role of Puck in "A

Midsummer Night's Dream" at the new Globe Theatre. Suddenly, he is transported back in

time to 1599 London and finds himself portraying Puck at the original Globe. Not only that,

he's performing with Will Shakespeare himself, who is playing Oberon! The author brings the

sights, sounds and smells of Elizabethan London to life and takes us behind the scenes of the

Bard's own production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream." After reading this, you'll probably

want to read the play and see a performance yourself. Susan Cooper, who was a student of

J.R.R. Tolkien, is an outstanding writer and storyteller. Don't miss her magnum opus, the five-

book "The Dark Is  Rising" series.”

Margery L. Goldstein, “For the "very special" shelf. I have a soft spot for time-travel books and

have read a fair few. This one will go right to my "very special" shelf of YA books, alongside

"The Dark is Rising" (which is actually better than this, but it's better than just about anything!).

I read a borrowed copy in one gulp, and now I'm ordering my own.Looking through the reader

reviews, I didn't notice anyone linking this to the "Dark is Rising" series, but did anyone else

notice that we have a character in here who has been living for a very long time, making things

happen for Good?”

kim litzke, “Great book!. I really liked this book! I am an actor myself and it in intrigued me the



love of the art that was shared with me! I learned to love the characters including William

Shakespeare and Thomas. I loved how I felt to really be there! I also like the connections that

Nat had when he woke up to how he was 400 years ago, like how gross is hair was because

he did not wash it back than and how it could have seemed liked part of the dream because

nurses did not clean it! I have recently gone to England and went on the London tower and

everything! I felt I was there again when reading. I did not give it five stars because it had some

slow parts. Although I think it is a great read and I recommend it to others!”

Mark Ray, “King of Shadows. A teenaged boy finds himself transported from modern London to

the Elizabethan era where he finds himself part of Shakespeare's acting company. Great story

and an excellent picture of London at that time. Written for older children this mature adult

enjoyed it.”

SewMom, “Wonderful for ages 8 - adult!. Great audio book for ages 7 - adult. Good

introduction to Shakespeare's time. Jim Dale does his usual superb job at narrating. Only wish

it would come in CD.”

Blair the camel, “Susan Cooper is wonderful. Susan Cooper's books are beautiful, with her

Dark is Rising series at the top for me. I can re-read this series over and over again. This book

is about a time travelling boy, going back to the time of Shakespeare. It was too short for me,

over too quickly. Loved it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Absolutely brilliant. It moved me.. A wonderful book, I didn't want it to

end. Magical. I enjoyed it even though I am an adult, I think anyone who has lived and lust

would feel the same, and I am sorry my words are so prosaic.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great for Shakespearean context. This is a great story to introduce key

stage 3 students to the Shakespearean era. Gripping and poignant with a satisfying

conclusion. Would go well with Midsummer Night's Dream and in advance of The Tempest.”

Suchea, “Fascinating time travel novel. I previously only knew of Susan Cooper from the

wonderful Dark is Rising novels. This is quite different, a time travel back to Shakespeare's

Globe theatre. I think it would very much appeal to YA or older children, particularly those who

have ever done any acting.”

The book by Susan Cooper has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 193 people have provided feedback.
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